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PART-1

[ GEOGRAPHY : Code GEOP (142) ]

This Part has two Units . Unit-I comprises 20 multiple-choice questions carrying 1 mark each.
The questions in Unit-II carry 5 marks each and are to be answered in the space provided.
All questions are compulsory.

UNIT-I

Encircle the correct answer :

1. What is the landform formed in the dry areas by occasional rainstorms?

a. Rill

b. Gorge

c. Wadi

d. Canyon

2. The circular reefs that rise from deep water, enclosing a shallow lagoon in which there
is no exposed central landmass, are called

a. atolls

b. platform reefs

c. barrier reefs

d. coral reefs

3. Which of the following is the largest linguistic group of India?

a. Indo-Aryan

b. Sino-Tibetan

c. Dravidian

d. Austric

4. Census of India collects the migration information based on

a. last residence over 6 months

b. place of birth and current residence

c. current workplace

d. place enumerated
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5. Regur is

a. lateritic soil

b. black soil

c. alluvial soil

d. red soil

6. Permafrost is

a. glacial landform

b. the soil that is subjected to seasonal freezing and thawing

c. perennially frozen soil

d. glaciofluvial landform

7. Match the following herders with their areas

A.

B.

C.

D.

Changpas 1.

Bhotiyas 2.

Gaddis 3.

Maldharis 4.

Gujarat

Himachal Pradesh

Uttarakhand

Ladakh

a. A B C D
2 4 3 1

b. A B C D
1 3 2 4

c. A B C D
4 3 2 1

d. A B C D
3 2 1 4

8. Which one of the following is the oldest hill in India?

a. Vindhyachal

b. Nilgiri

C. Jaintia

d. Aravalli
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9. What type of climate occurs on the western part of continents between latitudes 30° N
and 45° N?

a. China type

b. Mediterranean type

c. British type

d. All of the above

10. Which one of the following States of India has the highest percentage of Scheduled

Caste to total population?

a. Uttar Pradesh

b. Haryana

c. Punjab

d. Himachal Pradesh

11. In the following table, Column-A gives the name of the languages /dialects spoken in
Indian subcontinent and Column-B gives the family of these languages /dialects.
Identify the right combination :

Languages/Dialects
Family of the

Languages/Dialects

A. Khasi 1. Sino-Tibetan

B. Miri 2. Indo-Aryan

C. Assamese 3. Dravidian

D. Gondi 4. Austric

a. A B C D
2 3 4 1

b. A B C D
4 1 2 3

c. A B C D
3 1 2 4

d. A B C D
2 4 3 1
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12. The four stages of demographic transition are different from each other in terms of the
natural increase rate (NIR) in population . These stages have been arranged in terms of
the declining NIR. Identify the most common trend found in societies passing these
stages of demographic transition.

a. Stage-IV-Stage-III-Stage-Il-Stage-I

b. Stage-IV--Stage-I-Stage-III-Stage-II

c. Stage-II-Stage-III-Stage--l-Stage-IV

d. Stage-IV-Stage-I-Stage-II-Stage-III

13. Which among the following does not follow the idiographic approach?

a. Empirical Regional Geography

b. 'Areal Differentiation ' as proposed by Richard Hartshorne

c. Humanistic Geography

d. Behavioural Geography

14. Who among the following introduced the idea of 'Garden City?

a. Ebenezer Howard

b. Patrick Geddes

c. Robert Owen

d. Le Corbusier

15. Who among the following proposed the trilogy of 'place-work- folk' in Human
Geography?

a. Vidal de la Blache

b. Frederic Le Play

c. Patrick Geddes

d. E. Huntington
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16. According to Ratzel's theory of State, which one of the following is not a law governing

spatial growth of States?

a. The size of the State increases as its culture develops

b. As a State grows, it strives to occupy some politically valuable locations

c. The initial stimulus for State's growth is external

d. Transition from subsistence to exchange economy is a precondition to State's
growth

17. Which of the following is formed when sea arches collapse?

a. Sea stack

b. Sea cave

c. Wave-cut bench

d. Wave-cut cliffs

18. Which of the following rivers is an example of antecedent drainage?

a. Narmada

b. Sutlej

C. Damodar

d. Godavari

19. Succulents are

a. epiphytes

b. hydrophytes

c. photophytes

d. xerophytes

20. In central place theory, hierarchical systems of central places or cities and the order of
a city are determined by

a. the diversity of goods offered

b. the size of market

c. the size and relative locations of cities

d. the direction of import and export of goods in between small and large cities
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UNIT-II

Note : Illustrate your answers with the help of suitable maps and diagrams.

1. "Extensive use of quantitative techniques in geography after World War-II was an
evolution rather than a revolution." Comment with suitable examples:

2. Humboldt noted that "in order to comprehend nature in all its vast sublimity, it
would be necessary to present it under a two-fold aspect, firstly objectively, as an
actual phenomenon, and next as subjectively as it is reflected in the feelings of
mankind." Critically evaluate the statement.

3. What are the major differences between ecotourism and heritage tourism?
Illustrate your answer with suitable examples from tourism in India.

4. What is surface runoff? Elucidate the role of surface runoff in the initiation and
development of channels and drainage network.

5. "Regional development is associated with resource endowment." Critically evaluate
the statement citing examples from India.

6. What is the difference between climate variability and climate change? Why is the
world worried about climate change?

7. Identify and explain the factors of high concentration of Scheduled Tribe
population in the mid-Indian belt.

8. What do you understand by geographical information system (GIs)? What is the
role of GIS in geography?

9. What do you mean by the `present is the key to the past' in landform studies?
How do you think this can also become a 'key to the future?
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10. Discuss the relation between rice productivity and fertilizer used per hectare in
the following hypothetical regions using appropriate statistical techniques and
interpret the results :

Region Rice Productivity
(tonnes/ha)

Fertilizer used
(kg/ha)

A 1.2 60

B 1.5 75

C 1.3 69

D 2.0 96

E 1.7 89

F 1.8 83

G 1.6 58

H 1.4 67

I 1.0 51

PART-II

[ POPULATION STUDIES : Code POPP (141) ]

All questions are compulsory. .

Answers are to be given on the question paper itself.

SECTION-A

Question Nos. 1 to 20 carry I mark each

Encircle the correct answer :

1. The preferred summary measure of fertility of population is

a. crude birthrate

b. child women ratio

ca total fertility rate

d. general fertility rate

2. Who among the following was the first to give the concept of stable population?

a. T. R. Malthus

b. It A. Esterline

C. A. J. Lotka

d. A. J. Coale
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3. Postindustrial urbanism is characterised by

a. greater integration into global economic system

b. dominance of service over manufacturing

c. greater emphasis on R and D

d. All of the above

4. Fecundity is temporarily affected by

a. male sterilization

b. female sterilization

c. Cu-T

d. None of the above

5. In a perfectly contracepting population , unwanted fertility is

a. 0

b. 10

c. 20

d. Cannot say
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6. Gravitational model to predict the volume of migration was proposed by

a. K. Zipf

b. Everette Lee

c. E. G. Ravenstein

d. Michael Todaro

7. Contraceptive targets were dropped from the Indian programme following

a. Geneva Conference

b. Bucharest Conference

c. Mexico Conference

d. Cairo Conference

8. In life table notation, the under-five mortality rate is given by

10-15

15 X10

1-15 X10

e5 -e0

9. Proximate determinants of fertility framework was proposed by

a. John Bongaarts

b. Judith Blake

c. Arsene Dumont

d. Gosta Carlsson

10. Which state experienced the lowest population growth rate in 2001-2011?

a. Arunachal Pradesh

b. Delhi

c. Nagaland

Goa
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11. Which of the following is a part of NRHM?

a. Janani Suraksha Yojana

b. Navjat Shishu Suraksha Karyakram

p. ASHA

d. All of the above

12. Proportion of aged population increases because of

a. decline in fertility

b. decline in mortality

c. increase in age-selective migration at 60+ age

d. All of the above

13. In a stationary population if the birthrate is 19 .1, the life expectancy is closest to

a. 47 years

b. 52 years

c. 57 years

d. 62 years

14. Which one of the following does not lead to widespread urbanization and uniform
development over space?

a. Polarization and reversal of polarization

b. Integration of core and periphery

c. Cumulative causation

d. Growth poles/centres

15. The concept of 'cycle of urbanization ' was given by

a. Kingsley Davis

b. John Friedman

c. Robert and Park

d. Raymond Dusman



16. If the total fertility rate in a population is 4.8 , the net reproduction rate must be
closest to

a. 4.8

b. 4.0

C. 3.2

d. 2.4

17. Which State having adverse sex ratio has shown the highest improvement in
2011 Census?

a. Gujarat

b. Punjab

c. Kerala

d. Meghalaya

18. The intervening opportunities in determining the volume of migration with distance
were postulated by

a. Peterson

b. Stouffer

c. Bacci

d. Zipf

19. In Northern Europe , the demographic transition began in the early

a. 1700

b. 1800

c. 1900

d. 2000

20. The shift in the incidence of strongest population growth away from the largest cities in
the national urban system is termed as

a. counter urbanization

b. suburbanization

c. exurbanization

cL reurbanization
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21.

SECTION-B

( Question No. 21 carries 10 marks )

From the following information, bring out the salient features of the age structure of the

population in different zones. of India, 2001 :

0-14 15-59 60+ Total

SOUTH

Male 42430 97413 14842 154685

Female 40799 104413 18514 163726

NORTH

Male 281444 351107 41748 674299

Female 277467 407775 44745 729987

WEST

Male 24154 48253 3664 76071

Female 20986 37914 3631 62531

WT
Male 24154 40253 4264 68671

Female 20986 35014 4531 60531

SECTION-C

Question Nos. 22 to 26 carry 2 marks each )

Write brief answers :

22. What is radix of a life table and what is life table total population?

23. Explain doubling time of the population.

24. Define neonatal, postnatal and perinatal mortality.

25. Write a short note on measurement of sex ratio.

26. Differentiate between lifetime migration and intercensal migration.
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SECTION-D

( Question Nos. 27 to 32 carry 5 marks each )

27. Critically evaluate the impact of family planning programmes on fertility transition
in India.

28. Compare and contrast between Malthusian and neo-Malthusian views on population,
resource use and development.

29. Examine the nature of relationship between Central Place and its region.

30. Discuss the contemporary trends in metropolitanization and suburbanization in India.

31. Discuss the factors responsible for the high maternal mortality in India. What steps are
being taken by the government to lower the level of maternal mortality?

32. What are the major reasons for interstate migration in India?
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PART III

[ ECONOMICS : Code ECNP (143) ]

SECTION-A

Question Nos. 1-10 are compulsory

Encircle the correct answer : lX10=10

1. Which of the following is not an assumption of the theory of revealed preference?

a. A cardinal measure of utility

b. Consistency

C. Transitivity

d. A consumer can be induced to purchase any basket of commodities if its price is
made sufficiently attractive

2. Critics of the regulation of natural monopolies contend that

a. regulation reduces the incentive of firms to lower costs

b. regulated firms may use 'creative accounting' to inflate costs, prices and profits

a when rates of return are based upon the value of real capital, an uneconomic
substitution of capital for labour may occur

d. the industry may 'capture' or control the regulatory commission

e. All of the above

3. Concentration ratios measure the

a. number of firms in an industry

b. percentage of total sales accounted for by the four largest firms in the industry

c. degree to which product price exceeds marginal cost in various industries

d. geographic location of the largest corporations in each industry

4. Which of the following industries is an illustration of homogenous oligopoly?

a. Soaps and detergents

b. Tyres

c. Aluminium

d. Cigarettes

e. Household electronic equipment

5. When a = 0 .637 and b = 0.46 for the Cobb-Douglas production function, returns to
scale are

a. constant

b. increasing

c. decreasing

d. negative
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6. Which of the following elasticities measures a movement along a curve rather than a
shift in the curve?

a. The price elasticity of demand

b. The income elasticity of demand

c. The cross -elasticity of demand

d. The price elasticity of supply

7. Tobin's liquidity preference theory shows that when investors are risk averters, they
hold

a. a large proportion of their portfolio in the form of money as the current rate of
interest decreases

b. a large proportion of their portfolio in the form of money as the current rate of
interest increases

c. only money when the rate of interest is expected to fall

d. only money when the rate of interest is expected to increase

8. A Bank is insolvent, when

a. deposit liabilities exceed owners ' equity

b. owners' equity exceeds deposit liabilities

c. total assets exceed owners ' equity

d. total liabilities exceed total assets

9. Perfect competition leads to a point on the grand utility-possibility curve.

a. Always

b. Never

c. Sometimes

d. Cannot say

10. The marginal resource cost MRCa > Pa, when the firm is

a. a monopsonist

b. an oligopsonist

c. a monopsonistic competitor

d. All of the above
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SECTION-B

11.

(a) Laspeyres ' price index

(b) Slutsky substitution effect

(c) Marginal rate of technical substitution

(d) Multicollinearity

(e) Normal distribution

(f) IS-LM curve

Write short notes on any four of the following (maximum word limit 50) :

4

SECTION-C

Question Nos. 12-15 are compulsory

Answer the following questions :

12. Use the following frequency distribution of heights of 100 students
college /university to find the mean height and standard deviation :

Height
(in cm)

Number of
Students

155-159 5

160-164 18

165-169 42

170-174 27

175-179 8

Total 100

2x4=8

5x4=20

of a

13. Find the solution of the following equation system using matrix inversion method

7x1-x2-x3=0

10x1 - 2x2 + x3 =8

6x1+3x2-2x3 =7

14. A perfectly competitive firm faces , price P=4 and total cost

TC=Q3-7Q2+12Q+5.

(a) Determine , by using calculus , the best level of output of the firm by the marginal

approach.

(b) Find the total profit of the firm at this (the best) level of output.

15. Fit a least squares line to the following data using (a).X as independent variable

and (b) X as dependent variable

X : 1 3 4 6 8 ''4 11 14

Y 1 . 2.. 4 4..; 5;,17, 8 9

Also find the correlation between X and Y using regression coefficients.



SECTION-D.

Answer any four of the following: 8x4-32

lo. Much has been written about the `successful ' growth story of India in the recent
years. What, in your view , are the main sources of this growth and how effective
has this growth been in addressing the major challenges of poverty and inequality
in India? [Please give facts and figures in support of your arguments]

17. How do you explain the recent spell of food inflation in India? What factors are

responsible for the long spell of food inflation? Can monetary policy be helpful in

containing inflation?

18. Do you agree that the last decade has seen , a trend towards informalization

and casualization of the workforce? Explain with special reference to female

employment.

19. Has manufacturing sector in India benefited from the trade liberalization
since 1991? Should India follow a strategy of export-led growth?

20. Is the official methodology of poverty estimation in India better than the
multidimensional poverty approach ' suggested by ' the UNDP? Explain the key
differences and your reasons of preferring one over the other.

21. What are the existing structures of price incentives and stabilization in Indian
agriculture? Explain whether futures trading in agricultural commodities has
helped in realising better prices to the farmers.
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PART-I

( GEOGRAPHY : Code GEOP (142) ]

Part-I has two Units . Unit-I comprise multiple -choice questions and carry I mark . each. The
questions in Unit-II carry 5 marks each and are to be answered in the space provided. All
questions are compulsory..

UNIT-I

Encircle the correct answer :

1. Which is the area of convergence of ocean currents?

a.

b.

c.

d

Tropical region

Equatorial region

Mid-latitudes

Polar

2. The type of natural vegetation in India varies due to variation in

(1) amount of rainfall

(2) soil types

(3) mean annual temperature

(4) altitude

Of the above

a. I and 2 are correct

b. 1, 2 and 3 are correct

c. 2, 3 and 4 are correct

d. 1, 3 and 4 are correct

3. Which one of the following mountain chains has two dissimilar types of vegetation on its
two slopes?

a. Aravallis

b. Western Ghats

c. Vindhyas

d. Eastern Ghats

4. Social capital relates to

a. social structure or relations facilitating collaborative action

b. social processes and associate behaviour for economic performance only

c. social cohesion and solidarity,

d. community without conflict or clash of interest
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S. Which one of the following is not associated with the global isothermal map?

a. Isotherms have a general east -west trend around the earth

b. Isotherms have a general north-south trend

c. Parallelism of isotherms are best developed in the southern hemisphere

d. Throughout the year, isotherms shift through several degrees of latitude; the
maximum is observed over the African continent

6. Temperature inversion is most likely to occur under which of the following conditions?

CL Windy, but cloudy night

b. Calm, cloudy and humid night

c. Calm, clear and cool night

d. Calm, clear and hot night

7. An approach in geography distinguished by the active role it assigns to human
awareness , agency, and creativity and to understanding meaning, value and the human
significance of life events is called

a. behavioural approach

b. welfare approach

c. humanistic approach

d. radical approach

8. If levels of urbanization in an industrialized developed country are plotted since the
industrial revolution, they would follow which of the following curves?

a. U-shaped

b. Bell-shaped

c. Upward moving straight line

d. Elongated S-shaped



9. The von Thilnen model pertains to

a. urban land use

b. industrial land use

c. population distribution

d. intensive farming

10. Concentration of economic activities in Myrdal's model was labelled as

a. cumulative causation

b. polarization

c. backwash effect

d. agglomeration

11. Which one of. the following does not fit within the concept of an `economic man?

a. Maximization of utility functions

b. Minimization of cost

c. Utilizes information rationally

d. Satisfying behaviour

12. Which one of the following is the correct sequence in the evolution of
geographical ideas ?

a. Determinism-Quantitative Revolution-Possibilism- Radicalism

b. Determinism-Possibilism-Quantitative Revolution-Radicalism

c. Possibilism-Determinism-Radicalism-Quantitative Revolution

d. Radicalism-Possibilism-Determinism-Quantitative Revolution
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13. Match List-I (Diagram) with List-II (Data) and select the correct answer using the codes
given below :

List -I
(Diagram)

List II

(Data)

A. Climograph 1. Annual rainfall for 40 years

B. Star diagram 2. Mean rainfall at a station for 12 months

C. Dispersion diagram 3. Velocity and frequency of wind from
different directions

D. Columnar diagram 4. Mean rainfall and mean temperature for
12 months at a station

Codes :
A B C D

a. 1 2 4 3
b. 4 3 1 2

c. 4 1 3 2
d. 1 4 2 3

14. For the following three types of maps, identify the correct descending order based on
the scale starting from the largest map scale :

a. Atlas map-Topographical map-Cadastral map

b. Cadastral map-Atlas map-Topographical map

a Cadastral map-Topographical map-Atlas map

d. Topographical map-Atlas map-Cadastral map

15. Mark the correct answer with respect to the diagrams given below

A B

E A 4r

U
4012 3. A 6 3 1

E
2

C
d t

Q

LL o " i . _ . 2

Farm size in hectare

2
E2

I o <<T7T:
Farm size in hectare

3

a. The means and standard deviations in diagrams A and B are equal

b. The means in diagr A and B are equal, but they havcidlfftent standard
deviations

c. The means and standard deviations are equal, but diagrams A and B have
different coefficients of variation

d. None of the above



16. Carrying capacity refers to the maximum number of individuals of a species that an
area can support. This concept takes into account effects of

a. technology

b. iniquitous consumption

c. population explosion

d. open ecological systems

17. Which of the following geographers contributed to both quantitative and radical
geography?

a. Peter Haggett

b. Richard Peet

c. David Harvey

d. Brian Berry

18, Who among the following is associated with centrifugal and centripetal forces in the
evolution of urban morphology?

a. W. Christaller

b. A. Losch

c. C. C. Colby

d. F. Ratzel

19. On the basis of given landforms, select the appropriate combination of the landforms
created by rejuvenated rivers

(1) Alluvial Fan

(2) Knick Point

(3) Incised Meander

(4) Terrace

Of the above

a. 1, 2 and 3 are correct

b. 1, 2 and 4 are correct

c. 2, 3 and 4 are correct

d. All of the above are correct

20. Which one of the following concepts is associated with Vidal de Is Blache?

a. Landscape chronology

b. Mathematical geography

c. Terrestrial whole

d. Landschaft

Own
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UNPt-R

Note : Illustrate your answers with the help of appropriate maps and diagrams.

1. What were the main aims of the growth pole strate® in India? Why did it fail to

bring about development of backward areas in many parts of the country?

2. Discuss the contributions of Wr7iiamu Harris Davis in the development of geography
in general and geomorphology in partial.

3. How would. global war-a g affect land-frnaarg Processes? Illustrate yaw awavow
with appropriate emnavim

4. Is shilling carnvauan a apecorcauy tropical farm of ag<iarltum? V so, why? Do you
consider it (a) wasteful and destructive or (bj a logical response to enviro nmental
conditions?

5. propose five research questions on a research topic of your interest.

6. What is the significance of the Centre-Periphery model in understanding the
contemporary global geopolitics? .

7. What do you understand by the 'second wave ' of demographic,trpnsition? Which
States in India are undergoing this process and why?

8. What is social disc.,., .1-id how is it spatiplly manifested in resident' ...7-Tegation
in Indian villages?.



9. Modern forest management follows two main ecological principles-

(a) sustained-yield and (b) multiple-use. Elaborate with suitable examples.

10. The average rainfall for Jaipur and Ahm%}abad districts is given below for the last
decade. In which of the two, the rainfall is more consistent?

Average annual rainfall (in inches ) for Jaipur
and Ahmedabad, 2001-2011

Year Jaipur Ahmedabad

2001 10.0 11.3

2002 19.0 15.3

2003 27.4 15.0

2004 16.1 9.4

2005 4.7 22.7

2006 6.4 30.6

2007 12.4 25.1

2008 18.9 14.6

2009 7.2 8.7
2010 8.1 9.0
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FART--n..

( Twenty questions--Nos. 1 to 20, 1 mark each )

SECTION-A

Answers are to be given on the question paper itself.
All questions are compulsory.-.

[ POPULATION STUDIES : Code POPP (141) [

Encircle the correct answer

1. The Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI) combines three indicators . They are

a. infant mortality, Iffe expectancy and adult literacy rate

N. crime rate, clean environment and' quality of housing

a air pollution rate , water pollution and sanitation

L health, education and environment

2. A closed -population reaches a .stable State, if

a. fertility declines to the level of mortality,

b: fertility change matches change in mortality

a . fertility and mortality remain unchanged for a long time

d mortality declines to the level of fertility

3. The theory of Social Capillarity' was propounded by

a. Kingsley Davis

Arsene Dumont

Costa Carlsson

d Harvey Liebenstein.

4. If the expectation of life at birth is 60 years , the expectation of life at age 1 must be

a. ,:-exactly 59 yeas

b. at least 59 years

a exactly 60 years

at least 60 years

Major reason for male . migration in India is

a. marriage

b, education

n employment

d natural disaster



6. Given are the sets of percent of urban population and percent of urban growth.:

(1) Percent urban population is '30 and percent urban growth is 30

(2) Percent urban population is 30 and percent urban growth is 130

(3) Percent urban population is 130 and percent urban growth is 30

(4) Percent urban population is 130 and percent urban growth is 130

On the basis of the above statements, which one is possible?

a, Only fast set is possible

b. Both first and second sets are possible

c. First, second and third sets are possible

d. All sets are possible

7. A Net Reproduction Rate of 1.2 signifies that

a. a woman has 1.2 children on average

b. the population grows at a rate of 1.2 percent,per annum

c. the population is stationary

d. the population will grow in the long-run

8. Directly standardized death rate is obtained by applying

a. given age-specific death rates to the standard age distribution

b. given age-specific death rates to the - given age distribution

c. standard age-specific death rates to the standard age distribution

d. standard age-specific death rates to the given age distribution

9. Multiple Nuclei Model of City is best fitted for

a. Chandigarh

b. . Meerut

C. Delhi

d Patna

10. Sample Registration System (SS was introduced to acquire reliable data on

a. income

b. housing

c. nutritional status

d births and deaths

tip



IL The preferred summary measure of the age of a population is

a. mean

median

mode

d. first quartile

12. For calculation of singulate mean age at marriage,

b.

13, Tempo of urbanization means

d.

.14. A set of alternative commodity bundles that a person can comngand in a society using
the totality of rights and opportunities that he possesses is

a. production possibilities

d. egalitarianism

b. entitlements

c- income distribution

15. Which one of the following urban
population?

proportion married in different age groups

proportion temained ,4ingle in the total population

age, at marriage of those in 15-54 years

proportion remained single in .15-54 years.

level . of urbanization

rate of change in the level of urbanization

ratio of urban population size to rural population size

ratio of urbanization of a state to the urbanization of the country

Mumbai UA

. .. Delhi UA

Bangalore UA

. d. Kolkata UA



16. Everette Lee's theory on migration incorporated

a. push and pull factors

b. intervening obstacle

c. personal factors

d. All of the above

17. The standard deviation of a binomially distributed variable ( N= number of trials;
p - the probability that an event will occur in any single trial ; q = 1- p) is

a. Np

b. Npq

C. O

d. 4Npq

.8. Which one is not true with Janani Suraksha Yojna (JSY)?

a. It is a safe motherhood programme

b. It promotes institutional delivery

c. It promotes antenatal care

d. Both rich and poor pregnant, woman can avail, the scheme

19. Cycle of urbanization describes the relationship of

a. rural to urban population mobility progression and vital transition over time

b. growth of urbanization transition and vital transition over time

c. urban to urban population mobility transition and vital transition over time

d. percent of urban population progression and vital transition overtime

20. Net migration refers to

a. rural migration + urban migration

b. rural migration - urban migration

c. in-migration + out-migration

d in-migratiop - out-migration

o Sti



SECtION-B

(One question-No.. 21 . 10 marks)

21.. From the following information, bring out the salient feat
childhood (q5) mortality in India, . 2001 ;

Wthinut 1 Child Mo ' 5
Region

Male Female Mate Female

North 76 92 109. 140

th 52 62 71 8b

East 65 72 91 103

Weal 43 52 57 70.

India 63 74 87 106

( Five qa

Write brief answers

22. Explain the meaning of. Median age of population is 41 years..

23. Define stable population.



25. Interpret the following age-specific death rate curves :

Age Group

26. How do you define Net Reproduction Rate (NRR)?

SECTION-1)

( Six questions-Nos. 27 to 32 , 5 marks each )

27. Describe the pattern of sex differentials in child mortality in India and note possible
factors causing such differentials.

28. Briefly discuss the current regional pattern of fertility in India.

29. Why do cities become multifunctional as they , grow into metropolises?

30. Write a note on the interlinkages among population, environment and development.
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at. Examine the nature of Information available in Indian Census for analyzing amenities
available for the households.

PART-M
I ECONOMICS : Code ECNP (143) I

SEC ION-A

)( Question Nos . 1-10 are compulsory

Encircle the correct answer:

1. 'Efficiency wage theory ' is built on the observation that

the wage paid to the last worker hired should equal :the. value of the marginal
roduct of the last worker hiredp

labor productivity depends on the effort a worker is willing to expend

workers will not shirk, and thus will produce efficiently, if they face a content
threat of layoff

d to maximize efficiency, each worker should be paid a wage equal to the value of
ir ma inal roductth pe rg

Monetary policy affects GNP with a lag;. the effect of a money supply change

b. is distributed over time with its impact largely realized

a is normally realized in 3 months

always fully affects GNP in 6 months

d. never` affects GNP until 1 year later

3. The elasticity of technical subsitution is measured by

a slope of the isoquant

b. the change in the slope of the isoquant

a ratio of the factor inputs

d None of the above

4. In both the Chamberlain and the Kinked demand curve models , the oligopolists

a recognize their interdependence

b. do not collude

C. tend to keep their prices constant

d All of the above

distribution of surplus land among tenants

'Reverse tenancy' refers to the phenomenon of

small farmers leasing-in land from large farmers

large farmers leasing-in land from small farmers

reversal of land ceiling laws



6. The rational expectations view contends that

a. unlike monetary policy, fiscal policy affects real output

b. changes in the money supply systematically affect real output in the long-run

c. monetary authority is not able to systematically affect real output in the long-run

d. the monetary authority can systematically affect real output in the short-run

7. The Human Development Index creates, for each country, a final number that
takes a value somewhere, between

a. 0 and i

b. 0 and 10

C.

d.

0 and 100

None of the above

S. Which of the following best describes a perfectly inelastic demand function?

a. The quantity demanded is completely insensitive to changes , in price

b. Price is completely insensitive to changes in quantity demanded

c. When price changes by a certain percentage, quantity demanded changes by the
same percentage

d. The demand function is horizontal at the given price

9. Coffee and tea have

a. positive income elasticities of demand with respect to each other

b. negative income elasticities of demand with respect to each other

c.

d:

a positive cross-price elasticity of demand

a negative cross-price elasticity of demand

10. Which of the following are the sources of comparative advantage in
international trade?

a. Technology

b. Factor endowments

c. Preferences

d. Economies of scale

e. All of the above
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SEc tioN-B

il. Write short notes an any four of the following (maximum word limit 0) 2x4.8

(a). Durbin-Watson d-Test

(b) The Blue Box' in the WTO Agricultural Trade Regime

(c) Head Count Ratio

(d) Production Possibility Frontier

(e) Statutory Liquidity Rate :{SLR)

I/I BLUE

SECrxor[--C

All questions are compulsory in this Section

12. Suppose planned consumption is given by the formula, C = $20 billion + 0.80 Y
and investment is $ 80 billion.

(a) Find the (# equilibrium level of income and (ii) consumption and saving at the
equilibrium level of income.

(b) At equilibrium, show that (i) aggregate , supply equals aggregate demand and
(u) planned saving equals planned investment

13. What are the properties of the inverse? Find tht inverse of A, when
1 2 3

A 2 5. 7

-2 -4 -5

14. Following table gives the gross national product (X) and demand for food (Y)
measures in arbitrary ' units in an underdeveloped country over a ten-year period.
Estimate the food function , Y = a + OX +.U.

Year 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 65 1966 1967 1968 1469

Y 6 .7 8 10 8 9 10 9 11 10

X 50 52 55 59 57 58 -62 65' 68 70



15. Using data , in Question No. 14, compute (a) coefficient of determination ana
(b) standard errors of the. regression estimates.

SECTION-D

Answer any four of the following :

J

8x4=32

16. Briefly discuss Arthur Lewis's model of development. Do you think that the
changes in India 's employment structure suggest that the Indian economy is going
through a Lewisian transformation? Give reasons.

17. How would you explain India 's high economic rate of growth in terms of its
implications for inclusive growth? What are the challenges in achieving inclusive
growth in India?

and low inflation can coexist, as can low growth and
18. It is argued that high growth

high inflation, Comment in the light of relationship between inflation and growth as
given in economic theory. What inferences would you draw in the Indian context?

19. Critically discuss the *regional patterns in agricultural growth in India . What are
the bottlenecks to achieving a balanced growth with particular references to
eastern States and dry land areas?

20. Critically examine the theoretical arguments . and empirical interconnections
between growth and inequality based on arguments from development literature,
beginning with Kuznets.

21. What are the challenges in ensuring food security for all? To what extent do you
think the National Food Security Act will help to meet these challenges?
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PART-I

(GEOGRAPHY : Code GEOP

This Part of the question paper is divided into two Units . The questions in Unit-1 are of
objective type and carry 1 mark each . The questions in Unit-11 carry 5 marks each and are to
be answered in the space provided . All questions are compulsory.

UNIT-1

Encircle the correct answers :

1. Who among the following geographers used the concept of 'cultural landscape ' for the
first time in Geography?

CL Carl Sauer

b. D. Cosgrove

c. Otto Schluter

d. E. Huntington

2. In the equation Bb = (EN) /F.(N+1), where Nis the number of streams, Bb stands for
which of the following?

a. Drainage pattern

b. Drainage density

a Drainage type

d. Bifurcation ratio

3. The concept of 'crushed zone ' was a major deviation from which one of the following
concepts?

a. Rimland theory

b. Heartland theory

c. Evolutionary theory

d Geostrategic theory

4. 'Santhali ' dialect belongs to which one of the following language groups of India?

a. Indo-Aryan

b. Dravidian

c. Sino-Tibetic

d. Austric
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In the following tabie , Column I gives the sex ratio and Column II gives the census year.
Match the columns :

6

Cotumn.I

(Sex ratio)

Column H

. (Census year)

a. 927 a. 1991.

b. 934 . b. 1971.

941 . c. 1981

930 d. 1961

ad„ bra eb, da

ad, be ,. ca,. db

at, bbb, ca, dd

as, be, ed, db

LUtyens'plan of Detfu was based on the prototype of which one of the following cities?

7. In earth's hydrological cycle, which one of the following accounts for the
percentage of water?

a. Atmospheric moisture

b. Soil moisture

c. Surface water

^d Oroundwter

Which one of the
cyclone?

a Eye

b. Front

A Eye wall

d. Outer ring

following is not an important element of a well-defined tropical



9. Warm objects, such as the earth's surface or the low clouds, emit more radiatioi
according to

a. Kendall's law

b. Stefan-Boltzmann law

c. Kirchhoff's law

d. Planck's law

10. Who among the following scholars used 'spatial interaction ' concept to indicate
interdependence between geographical areas?

a. Walter Isard

b. Richard Hartshorne

c. Peter Haggett

d. Edward Ullman .

11. What is Wallace's line?

a. The zoogeographic boundary which separates the plant and animal life of the
Oriental region from that of the Australian region

b. The zoogeographic boundary which separates the plant and animal life of the
Pacific Ocean from that of the Indian Ocean

C, The zoogeographic boundary which separates the plant and animal life of the
North Pacific Ocean from that of the Australian region

d. The zoogeographic boundary which separates the plant and animal life of the
Australian region from that of the Antarctic region

12. Who among the following scholars based his/her argument of demographic transition
on agricultural intensification througfi' fallow reduction?

a. David Ricardo

b. Thomas Malthus

c. Ester Boserup

d. J. Simons

t
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The .theory of 'intervening obstacles ` in migration was proposed by

a Hagerstrand

b: Easterlin

c. Todaro.

d Lee

14. Which one of the following States of India has the lowest value of Human Development
Index?

CL Bihar

b. Uttar Pradesh

a Jharkhand

d Chattisgarh

15. If the levels of urbanisation in a developed country . are plotted
revolution, they would follow which -one of the following curves?

a U-shaped curve

c.

CL

Bell-shaped curve

Elongated S-shaped curve

Upward-moving straight line curve

16. Concentration of economic activities in Hirschman 's model was labeled as

cumulative causation



17. Social area analysis is a technique to understand

a. regional distribution of tribal population,

b. micro-level social structure of urban areas

c. population segregation in cities

d. social differentiation in a city

18. 'Konyak' is a subgroup among which one of the following ethnic groups?

a. Mizo

b. Mishmi

c. Manipuri

d. Naga

19. Which one of the following rivers is an example of superimposed drainage?

a. Sutlej

b. Brahmaputra

C. Kosi

d. Suvarnarekha

20. Which one of the following States of India has received the highest foreign direct

investment in recent years?

a. Gujarat

b. Karnataka

C. Andhra Pradesh

d. Maharashtra



Note : Illustrate your answers with the help of appropriate maps and diagrams.

Discuss the natural and anthropogenic sources of gases that induce climate
change.

2, Discuss the processes of formation and features of any three periglacial landforms. ,

What are 'shola' forests and how are they formed? Indicate their spatial

distribution in India.

4. Define wetlands and discuss their hydrological functions.

5. "Regional imbalances in the levels of development are not always rooted in the
regional resource base and regional diversity." Comment critically.

6. Discuss the main contribution of the School of Radical Geography

ii l ence.scadevelopment of Geography as a spatial and soc

Discuss the main characteristics and processes of 'metropolitanisation ' in India.

Critically evaluate the impact of economic development on the livelihood of tribal

population-in India.

9. Discuss the changes in the population structure of India in the context
aemograpmc transitio

10. Calculate the mean , median and standard deviation .-for the following data :

Wages to : in Rs 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120

Number of workers 12 30 65 1 '107 157 202 222 230



PART--U

( POPULATION STUDIES.: Code POPP)

All questions are compulsory.
Answers are to be given on the question, paper itself.

Section-A

( Twenty questions-Nos. 1 to 20 , 1 mark each )

Encircle the correct answers :

1. A population growing at 2 percent will double in

a. 20 years

b. 25 years

c. 30 years

d. 35 years

2. A couple is infecund when they do not have a/an

a. live born child

b. stillborn child

c. infant death

d. child death

3. A young population is characterized by

a. low mean age of population

b. high mean age of population

c. high standard deviation of population

d. low standard deviation of population

4. Which .of the following is the correct sequence for constructing a life table?

a. nLX, 1X, dX, ex

b. n Mx, IX, nLX, ex

c: ex, n LX, IX, nMX

d. ZX, ex' n MX, nLX

5. Unpaid family members belong to

a. economically active population

b. economically inactive population

a uneconomic population

d. None of the above

9D
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Probability of death for the last age group of life

less than, 0

b. ' more than i

equal to 0

d. equal to i

table is always

7. Which one of the following are, included in the calculation of UNDP's' Humeri
Development Index?

a. Income; Life expectancy, Child sex ratio

b. Income, Literacy, Life expectancy

c. ' Head-count ratio, Literacy, Life expectancy

Income , Literacy, Sex ratio

8. Which one of the following is closest to the arguments put forth by Ester Boserup?

a. As income of an individual increases , the proportion of income spent on food .
declines .

_b. The demand for food is inelastic

c. Agricultural intensification is a response to population growth.

d. As income of an economy increases , inequality increases

9. Which one of the following is

a. Heterogeneous products

b. Small-scale of operation

not a characteristic of the. informal sector?

c. Predominance of self-employment

d. Organised labour force

10. The key argument of the Harris-Todaro model is that

a. ^ land reforms are crucial for reducing rural-urban migration

b. migration depends on social capital

the migration decision is based on expected rural-urban income differentials

tL migration is a response to environmental degradation and poverty



It. Which one of the following is not considered in the definition of an urban area in India?

CL Size of the population

b. Population density

c. Sex ratio

d. Workforce structure

12. Consanguineous marriages are marriages that occur between

a. men

b. women

c.' related persons

d. unrelated persons

13. Which one of the following is not collected by Indian Census?

a. Occupation

b. Income

c. Migration

d. Household amenities

14. Neonatal mortality refers to deaths during

a. first year of life

b. first six months of life

c. first four weeks of life

d, first one week of life

15. Which one of the following reasons dominates in short-distance migration?

a. Marriage

b. Employment -

c. Education

d. Natural disaster

a►e?So



It... Who among the following propounded the proximate determinants of fertility?

a R. R. Rindfuss

b. J. Bongoarta

c. ; John Caldwell

d. Gary S. Becker

17. Integrated Child Development Programme is

a an income generation programme

b. a nutritional programme

a an employment generation programme

'd None of the above

Iis. Which State among the following has recorded the lowest population growth during
1991-2001?

19. Information on settlement could be acquired from

a topographical map

b. cadastral map

C. satellite imageries

d. All of the above

20. Multiple nuclei theory of settlements was

a. E. W. Buegess



Section-B

( One question-No. 21 ,. 10 marks

21. From the following table , bring out the salient features of migration rates :

R
Rural Urbanegion

In-mi tion Out-migration In-migrationlion Out-migration
North 36.9 5.5 39.4 2.1

East 0-3, 0.7 2.1 23.3
West 2.0 0.4 17.6 1.5

South 1.1 0.2 21 61

Section--C

( Five questions-Nos. 22 to 26, 2 marks each )

Write brief answers :

22. Explain the meaning . of TFR - 3.0 children.

23. Define dependency ratios.

24. What are the reproductive ages?

25. The life expectancy at birth of females In a country is 66'5 years . Explain.

26. The correlation coefficient between variables X and Y is - O•33.. Interpret the coefficient.

Section-D

( Six questions-Nos. 27 to 32 , 5 marks each )

27. Is woman 's education related to he fertility? Explain.

28. Discuss the relationship between poverty and reproductive health.

29. How does migration respond to-climate change?

30. Discuss the nature of sociodemographic characteristics of.pre - and post-industrihl
cities.
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31. Hoiv'does HIV-AIDS-d&& ;"o development?'

32. .. Describe the health indicators usgd to monitor MDGs.

PART-1W

(ECONOMICS : Code ECNP

Encircle

Question

the correct answers :

Section-A

Nos. 1-10 are compulsory

1. Which one of the following is not a part of national income?

a. Rental income

b. Welfare payments

c. Salaries J'

d. Net interest

lx10-10

2. The expansion path of production theory is analogous in consumption, theory to
tne•

a. price consumption line

b. Enget curve

c. income consumption line

d. budget constraint line

3. Games in which the gains of one player equal the losses of the other are called

a. zero-sum games

b. nonzero-sum games

c. prisoner's dilemma

d. pure strategy

4. The natural: rate of unemployment is the level at which

a. entry and exit from the unemployment pool balance

b. expectations about wages

c. Neither a nor b occurs

d. Both a and b occur

and prices are correct

5. The stage II of production begins where the APlabour begins to decline

always

never

sometimes

oft0 t►
4, 0



6. The permanent income hypothesis emphasizes the, formation of expectations of

a.

b.

C.

present income

future income

past . income

None of the above

7. The distribution of two commodities between two individuals is said to be Pareto
optimal, if

a. one individual cannot be made better-off without making the other worse-off

b. the individuals are on their consumption contract curve

c. the individuals are on their utility possibility curve

d. All of the above

8. The life cycle and permanent income theories are associated with the

b.

Keynesian school.

monetarist school

c. Both of the above

d. Neither of the above.

9. In the frictionless neoclassical model, the real wage

a. is unchanging over time

b. equals the marginal product of labour

c. equals the nominal wage

d. is higher than in the Keynesian. model

10. A shift of $100 from a checking account to a savings account means

a. MI and M2 up

b. Ml down, M2 up

c. M1 down , M2 unchanged

d. M1 and M2 down

OEM
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11. Explain any foyer of the following (maximum Word limit 50) :

(p) The Environmental Ku:mets Curve

(b) Verdoorn 's Law

(c) Revealed Preference Theory

(d) Coefficient of Determination

(a) Structural Transformation

09 The Peacock-Wiseman Hypothesis

Section-C

All questions are compulsory in this , Section :

12. Using indifference curve analysis , derive an elastic demand curve of commodity X
mer's tastes andsf Y u, confor a reduction in PX, while keeping constant the price o

money income.

13. fa) Given

1 3
5

A= 2 8 and B=[9]
4 0

Find AB of the product matrix 3 • L

(b) Solve the,following equations with ,the

x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 14

4x1 '+ 5x2 + 6x3 = 32

6x1+7x2+9x3 =47•

14. The following table shows weights ,,3 to the nearest pound (lb), heights X to the'nearest inch (in) andth 2, e ages X^ to the nearest year of 12 students

(a)

(b)

Weight (X1) 64 71 53 67 55 58 77 `57 56 5
Height (X2) 57 59 49 62 51 50 55 48 52 4

M'^ (X3) 8 10 6 I'.l 8 7 10

9 10

6 129

Fit a least squares regression equation of X1 on X2 and X3.

Estimate the Weight of.a student who is 9-year-old and 54 inches tall.

15. The demand curve of a monopolist is given by
p; SO-:g

5
(a) Find the marginal revenue (MR) for any output q.

(b) What is MR, when (d q 0, and (iQ q = 25?



Section-D

Answer any four of the following
8x4=32

16. Explain the key arguments of the Harris-Todaro model of (rural-urban ) migration.

17. Critically discuss the agriculture credit scenario in India in recent years.

18. Has rural-urban disparity gone up in terms of economic indicators? How is rural

poverty compared with urban poverty estimates?

19. The Government of India is in the process of introducing goods and service tax
(GST) across the country to develop a common market . What are the implications
of this tax in a vast federal country , like India ,, which suffers from vast fiscal
inequality?

20. It is argued that India has missed a stage in economic transition when
manufacturing becomes an important contributor to gross domestic product. Do
you think this is correct? If so, why?

21. How are human development outcomes currently measured? What , according to
you, are the principal reasons for poor human development outcomes in some
parts of India?

1
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